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C++ for Business Programming, Second Edition is an introduction to C++ programming. The power of C++ lies in its object-oriented extensions of the C language. However, we believe that for beginning students it is best to learn the basics of programming without the extra encumbrance of having to learn object-oriented concepts. Therefore, the book is divided into two sections. Part I, "Basic C++," covers the procedural parts of C++. Part II, "Object-Oriented Programming," covers all the essential object-oriented ideas through inheritance and polymorphism.

Unlike most books on C++, which emphasize applications to computing or mathematics, this book emphasizes business applications. Therefore, the book is most appropriate for business and information systems students. The entire book can be covered in one semester in a class of students who have a good background in programming in another language. In such a class, it is possible to quickly cover the essential programming constructs from Part I and then concentrate on object-oriented concepts and programming in Part II. For students who have little programming experience, we suggest covering Part I in one semester and Part II in a second semester. The material in Part I can be supplemented as needed by material from Appendix A, "Computers and Data," and Appendix B, "Program Control."

Throughout the book, we emphasize good pedagogy.

Each chapter begins with a set of learning objectives.

Each chapter ends with a review section that includes important terms, a chapter summary, and review exercises.

Concepts are explained in clear, understandable language and are illustrated by many fully worked-out examples.

Important definitions, concepts, and rules are appropriately highlighted in notes.

Programming tips and pitfalls are noted in the margins of the text.

One of the best ways to learn a programming language is to read programs in that language. Therefore, every important idea is illustrated in an example program and accompanying output. There are approximately 150 complete programs in the text, each of which we very carefully explain.
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Quick Course in Microsoft Office Xp: Fast-Track Training Books for Busy PeopleOnline Training Solutions, 2003
This guide provides clear, concise instruction and hands-on practice so you get the most out of Office XP. Learn the basics of Outlook, Access, Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, Publisher, FrontPage, Project, and Visio, then gain proficiency.

Quick Course in Microsoft Office XP provides clear, concise instruction and hands-on practice...
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eLearning with Dreamweaver® MX: Building Online Learning ApplicationsPeachpit Press, 2002
Learn how to create compelling online learning applications with Dreamweaver MX. When designing online learning applications, concepts such as interactivity levels, user tracking, and audience level must be understood before a developer can start coding a single web page. eLearning with Dreamweaver MX:...
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CompTIA Linux+ and LPIC Practice Tests: Exams LX0-103/LPIC-1 101-400, LX0-104/LPIC-1 102-400, LPIC-2 201, and LPIC-2 202Sybex, 2017

	Boost your Linux+/LPIC readiness with practice tests for all exam domains


	CompTIA Linux+ and LPIC Practice Tests provide 100% coverage of all exam objectives for both the CompTIA Linux+ exams LX0-103 and LX0-104, and the LPIC exams 101-400, 102-400, and 201and 202, through 1,200+ expertly crafted practice questions....
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iPod + iTunes for Windows and Mac in a Snap (2nd Edition) (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2006
iPod enthusiasts, this book is for you. iPod + iTunes for Windows and Mac in a Snap, Second Edition has been updated to cover the latest version of iTunes and the entire family of iPods, including the new Nano, and podcast and video download features. Organized into a series of well-organized,...
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Swarm Intelligence in Data Mining (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006
Science is a swarm.

To the layperson, the stereotypical scientist is logical, clear-thinking, wellinformed but perhaps socially awkward, carefully planning his or her experiments and then analyzing the resulting data deliberately, with precision. The scientist works alone, emotion-free, searching only for truth, having been well advised...
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Support Vector Machines: Theory and Applications (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
The support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised learning method that generates input-output mapping functions from a set of labeled training data. The mapping function can be either a classification function, i.e., the category of the input data, or a regression function. For classification, nonlinear kernel functions are often used to...
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